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The long-awaited Dragonriders of Pern® novel from bestselling author Anne McCaffreyIt is a
time of hope and regret, of endings and beginnings. The Red Star, that celestial curse whose
eccentric orbit was responsible for Thread, has been shifted to a harmless orbit, and the current
Threadfall will be the last. Technological marvels are changing the face of life on Pern, and the
dragonriders, led by F’lessan, son of F’lar and Lessa and rider of bronze Golanth, and Tia, rider
of green Zaranth, must forge a new place for themselves in a world that may no longer need
them.But change is not easy for everyone. There are those who will stop at nothing to keep Pern
and its people pure. And now a brand-new danger looms from the skies and threatens a
catastrophe of unimaginable proportions. Once again, the world looks to the dragons and their
riders to save the world. But now, as the friendship of F’lessan and Tia begins to bloom into
something more, unforeseen tragedy strikes: a tragedy destined to forever change the future—
not just of the two young lovers, but of every human and dragon on Pern….“McCaffrey’s sexy
and cunning dragons carry the day—and the novel—with impeccable, irresistible panache.” –
Publishers Weekly

About the AuthorBrant Cooper helps startups get started. As a Lean Startup thought leader, he
travels the world speaking to entrepreneurs at conferences, hackathons and workshops. Recent
speaking events include the Kuala Lumpur Venture Capital Symposium, Lean Startup
conferences in Vancouver and Michigan, the Forward Technology Conference in Wisconsin, the
Lean Startup Challenge in Boston, and Lean Startup Machines in London, New York, Boston,
Chicago and San Francisco. Brant also consults for and advises startups on Lean Startups and
Customer Development, with clients in Silicon Valley, New York, San Diego, France, Australia
and Singapore.Clients include Qualcomm, MOGL, HubKick, MotherKnows, i.TV, Lean Startup
Machine, Discovr and many others.Prior to becoming involved in the Lean Startup community,
Brant was involved with startups in a more traditional way. He has over 20 years experience in IT
and a long track record of bringing high tech products to market. As a leader in Professional
Services, Product Management and Marketing, he has directed strategy, design, marketing and
implementation of numerous products for a variety of startups including Tumbleweed,
Timestamp, WildPackets, Incode and InfoBright.He has published articles for Venture Beat and
Business Insider, blogs at Market By Numbers and tweets @brantcooper.Patrick Vlaskovits is an
entrepreneur, mentor and author. He has founded two startups (now on his third).Patrick has
spoken at tech conferences nationally and internationally, including SXSW. He blogs at http: //
vlaskovits.com and can be followed on Twitter @Pv. Patrick enjoys advising and mentoring and
serves as a mentor for the 500 Startups seed fund/accelerator as well as for The Lean Startup
Machine.Patrick organizes Twiistup, a well-attended tech/startup conference that celebrates the



entrepreneurial and investment talent of the Los Angeles startup ecosystem. He also organizes
the Los Angeles Lean Startup Meetup.Patrick holds a Master's in Economics (emphases in
finance and econometrics) from University of California, Santa Barbara. When he has spare
time, he can be found with his family usually on the beach or in the ocean either fishing or
surfing.
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MTW, ““New”Hard back. Prefer hard back books over paper books. Receiving a new 2001
edition book is awesome, along with speedy, free delivery.”

E. L Wagner, “good but a bit too conveient. This book deals with the question of how
Dragonriders would continue to play a role in Pernese society once thread is gone and Takes up
more or less where All the Weyrs of Pern had left off. The dragonriders had made sure that they
staked out a huge chunk of the southern continent for their future needs so that they would not
be dependent on holders after the last pass ends. Still, there are hints that things could be dicey
for them in the future as Pernses society evolves. Certainly, many dragonrides in earlier books
have been capable of greed and meglomania. Could future generations of dragonriders be
drawn into the disputes of holders as Pern fills up and industrializes and the threat of thread no
longer requires everyone to (mostly) stick together? Will dragons' fertility decline the way they
did in long passes and eventually dwindle to nothing? Could future generations of dragonriders
fight with holders or even each other for resources once usable land starts to run out? Will Pern
begin to experience some of the environmental issues that Earth had once Pern begins to
industrialize somewhat (and cut down its tropical rainforests)and its population is no longer
constrained by the need for thread protection? Is it possible that Pernese could eventually try to
go back to the stars or perhaps become industrialized ebough that they could be rediscovered
by spacefaring humans? Could dragonkind be of assistance to space travelers as they were in
All the Weyrs of Pern and would greedy and unscrupulous people from elsewhere perhaps want
to exploit draconic abilties? Could all this lead to new opportunities? It's occurred to me that
any or all of these questions could make excellent future novels that could depart somewhat
from the patterns of earlier noves (potential spoiler follows).But very conveniently, a comet
splashes down on Pern. Dragonriders are able to mitigate much of the tragedy thanks to
draconic abilities. Now future generations of dragonriders have a uniting purpose that will be as
compelling as thread...watching the skies for meteors or comets and using draconic abilites to
deflect them. Although the story is suspenseful and well enough plotted, this is a bit too pat for
me (comets are few and far between and if dragonriders grew indolent and the holders forgetful
during long intervals, then surely the erratic and even longer intervals between comet or meteor
srikes would cause interest in these projects to lose steam quickly). I suppose it does not
forsestall the possibility of the issues mentioned above still being raised in a future novel.The
most interesting aspect of this book was the development of F'lessan's character at last.
Despite being the biological son of Lessa and F'lar (though not raised by them), he was always
a minor character in earlier novels (though the subject of one short story). He was likeable but a
bit "feckless". In this story he grows up, finds love and suffers (though how even 2 large
bioengineered tigers could seriously injure a dragon the size of a L10-11 jet and his rider is a bit
of a puzzler). Tai is a nice introduction as she is an interesting character. At last, young women



are being allowed to impress the green dragons again (it was never explained fully why
homosexual or effeminite men can impress greens (and presumably the blues and browns who
often fly them) and are available in such large numbers on Pern but homosexual or
emmasculate women never end up with blues or browns, even as an occasional accident).
Green dragons, somewhat looked down upon in previous books, turn out to have interesting
abilities after all.Recent McCaffrey dragonrider novels are collaborations with (or written by) her
son Todd and focus on the time around the second pass. The skies of Pern had a too-
convenient comet and left the dragonriders with a purpose, but it ended kind of abruptly and left
enough questions about the future of Pern that I find myself hoping that maybe there will be at
least one more novel set in the 9th pass (and possibly the time afterwards).”

JR Todd, “Skies of Pern. This is a fantastic book and an excellent read. Everything and more I
would and did expect from Anne McCaffrey!”

darswords, “Not My Favorite.. I SO wanted to give this book five stars. Five stars because I miss
Anne McCaffrey and she showed a different way to depict women in science fiction. Five Stars
because I got to go back to Pern and enjoy the dragons and dolphins. But I just couldn't.Had I
read this a long while ago when my eyes were still good, I might have given a higher rating. I
wouldn't have had to listen to the narrator, Dick Hill's version of the story. Ugh! He makes all the
women sound like weak whiners. Even Lessa, who is supposed to be a strong leader, Mr. Hill
diminishes with his vocal characterization. But there was no text-to-speech so I was stuck with
his voice. And there is no loanability for these books. What the Heck! Poor people want to read,
too!But maybe Dick was only working with what was there? Did our dear Ms. McCaffrey write the
book with the male heaviness I felt? I just wasn't happy with how it progressed. It took me much
longer to read, just because it didn't pull at me like, say, her Harper Hall books did. Okay. I did
read most of this series about twenty-four years ago. Whew! That is a long time ago!It was only
near the end of reading this book that I realized that this was the last solo book of the series. I
will now have to look up the continuation written with her son, Todd or those he wrote alone. I
have a few sitting here, but I will have to find the Kindle versions and Audibles to get by.SO as
much as I miss our dear Anne McCaffrey and her love and talent, I have to stay truthful. This just
wasn't my favorite Pern.”

Lynx, “incredible. What an incredible thrill ride for PERN this novel is. First, they find that the
dragons do actually have telekinesis, then Golanth, F’lessen, Tai, and Zaranth are attacked by
felines. During the attack, other dragons learn how to use telekinesis, which they practice getting
Golanth airborne.”

Kathryn, “An excellent addition to the Pern saga.. This book takes you into the life of F'lar and
Lessa's son F'leesan and his love Green rider Tai. Tai is a shy reclusive Green rider who tries to



remain in the background, when handsome Bronze rider, who also happens to be the son of the
Benden Weyr leaders show her attention she tries to avoid him. Fleesan isn't going to let Tai get
away and Tai finds he isn't the playboy type a friend had gossiped about. A passion for sky
watching brings them even closer. When an attack on Fleesan, Tai and their dragons are
attacked by wild cats Fleesan and his bronze are left at deaths door. But through this attack they
find that all dragons have another talent new to all the dragons and their riders Will Fleesan be
able to get over the fact that he and hjs dragon will never fly thread? Will a new life as an
Astronomer be enough to keep him busy and happy the rest of his life? You must read this
exciting new adventure to  find out.”

LucindaSue, “Another enjoyable adventure on Pern!. Ah! A book to answer "but what happened
next?!?" I haven't encountered an Anne McCaffrey book, yet, that I didn't enjoy!”

Eq50, “Another great Pern book. I love that the story continues. The books have grown with Pern,
changed as needed and continue to explore new opportunities.”

Mrs Bee, “A new hero but great sadness. Time has moved on since the dragon's heroic actions
in All the Weyrs of Pern but Thread still falls as the Pass is not yet over. With the end in sight
dragon riders need to think about their future After. In the meantime a further menace appears in
the skies and on the ground there are threats from those who do not comprehend the advances
wrought. Great to still have Lessa and F'lar together with other familiar friends from earlier books.
Their son F'lessan with bronze Golanth is the hero here but much suffering is in store for them
both.Loose ends at the finish of the book lead one to wonder what might be in store After, if the
author had been able to complete her saga.”

bigbird, “Another beatific bit of fantasy.. The Pern series always manage to transport me away
from the humdrum of life into its beautiful and magical world. I savour these books. I keep them
on the shelf waiting to be read so that I can properly enjoy the anticipation. I try to wait for a
particularly dull or hard section of daily struggle to arrive before giving myself this wonderful
treat. I started reading about this world some twenty years ago with Menolly the girl who could
hear fire lizards and have never been disappointed. This follows on the glorious story.Like all the
other Pern books this submerges the reader into that survival-tec world of Pern within a few
pages. Its like taking a refreshing holiday whilst tickling your puzzle cells to guess which 21st
century (or beyond) piece of technology or know-how is going to be discovered again by the
Pernese.The tension point in this book is the question of what exactly the dragon riders are
going to do as a livelihood once thread has vanished forever. This is nicely drawn out until about
two thirds of the way through and only really confirmed within the last few pages.There is the
usual plotting by the baddies and the inappropriate or reluctant love story.”

C. Haggerstone, “Good book, good read. Excellent interesting book.Never a dull moment with



promising ending.Difficult plotto follow but understandable.Shame about Toric but some people
are just ignorant and unfortunately that also often makes them dangerous....”

A D W-W, “The continuing story of Pern. A new-ish story arc for the inhabitants of the third planet
of the Rukbat system. More excellent work from Anne McCaffrey”

The book by Anne McCaffrey has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,466 people have provided feedback.
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